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Later.
Sailing is now the pastime of only a dwindling minority
of the visitors to Norderney. And perhaps the bathers too
are only a minority. Most are content to inhale the salt air.
To renounce bathing is indeed to renounce a supreme pleasure.
Those who make their way to the shore in the early morning
do so as though they were performing some devotional rite.
The visitors at Norderney are not, in general, early risers.
There is no trace here of that mass devotion that is practised
in Karlsbad or Marienbad, where thousands make their way
to the springs in the grey dawn. Here only a few individuals
resort to the beach in the early morning. But what rewards
are reaped by eye, ear, and lung 1 The steely heaven rises
from the hard grey sea, its cloud formations changing every
moment. First there is a dim mingling of sky and sea, then
gradually the clouds take definite shape—cloud yachts, nay
whole flotillas scud across the firmament and then dissolve,
And the surge roars its mighty chorus and calls upon the
stalwarts to venture in. But only a few answer the call. At
first the waves tempt the bather with their inviting hills and
dales—then they tower up in turbulent breakers. They
indulge in teasing tricks, now suddenly falling to harmless
surf, now rushing like a liquid mountain upon the bather,
throwing him down or dashing over his head.
The sea is different from the battle-field. In it the back
and not the chest receives the arrows. And often the back
braces itself for the onslaught of a mighty wave only to
counter soft caressing ripples.
The next day.
The fishermen transformed into bathing attendants in
red trousers are busy with the vans and bathers- Rough
East Frisian types, taciturn and monosyllabic, their broad
faces with beard and shaven upper lip remind one of the
Boers, These sturdy Protestants prefer hard work to the
indignity of begging; their proud yeoman bearing indicates
a defiant assurance which is lacking in the inhabitants of
southern resorts which live on strangers.. * .Here one never
meets a beggar.
When taking among themselves, the people speak their
native Low German. With sttangets they talk a Getmaa

